**BOSCH 10.8V I-DRIVER**

**MODEL PST10-2A - Features:**** 80 in.- lbs. of Torque — Drives 100-3-inch screws per battery charge • Ultra-Compact Head Length — 3-1/2" total head length - 3 times shorter than most popular competitor • 90-Degree Articulating Head • 7+1 Electronic Clutch • Forward/Reverse Button — Equally useful at driving or removing screws • Quick Change Chuck-pull to insert or release 1/4" hex shank bits • Storage Hanger — Convenient tool storage between uses • Variable Speed Trigger — Revolutionary design provides increased sensitivity and control.

P/N 12-01754 ....... $159.75

---

**BOSCH 18 VOLT CORDLESS JIGSAW**

**Features:**
- 18 V Cordless Jig Saw and L-BOXX™ Carrying Case.
- Up to 30% lighter weight than leading competitor. Up to 10% smaller than leading competitor. 1-handed blade insertion and ejection offers most convenience and ease of use. Smallest grip diameter reduces user fatigue during extended use applications. Always-on dust blower helps keep intended cut line visible. On-board tool storage for more convenience. Adjustable footplate for bevel cuts up to 45°. Battery and charger sold separately. In the box: • Jig Saw • L-Boxx-2 • Exact-Fit Insert Tray • Battery and Charger Not Included - Sold Separately.

P/N 12-03737 ........ $223.95

---

**BOSCH TOP HANDLE JIGSAW**

**Toolless Blade-Change System — Fast insertion, blade ejection lever eliminates need to touch hot blade. Most secure jigsaw clamping system.

Features: • Powerful 7.0-Amp Jigsaw — Top jigsaw amp rating. • Variable speed - Dial sets maximum speed and accelerator trigger controls operating speed. • Constant Response™ circuitry — Maintains desired speed for consistent performance and precision. • Aluminum gearbox with insulated cover • Toolless Blade-Change System — Fast insertion, blade ejection lever eliminates need to touch hot blade. Most secure jigsaw clamping system. • Internal Precision Control - Precision-machined plunging system and low-vibration design for enhanced accuracy and extremely smooth operation. • Large, sturdy die-cast foot with steel insert and on-board bevel wrench. • Exclusive multi-directional blade clamp provides superior grip of T-shank blades. (JS470E does not accept U-Shank blades) • Four orbital-action settings - Different blade strokes for smooth to aggressive cuts. • Adjustable dust blower helps keep line clear. • Ergonomic top handle with soft-grip areas for solid, comfortable grip. • Ambidextrous lock-on button — For steady long cuts and user comfort and control.

P/N 12-03215 ....... $175.95

---

**BOSCH TOP HANDLE JIGSAW 5 INCH RANDOM ORBIT Sander**

**MODEL NO. ROS20VSK - Features:**
- Best all-around sanding performance and convenience. • Twist-off transverse dust canister keeps dust level and detaches easily. Anti-splatter design prevents dust from spilling on removal. • Bosch Microfilter system traps dust particles as small as 1/2 micron. • Hook-Tight™ hook-and-loop disk attachment ensures firm grip of standard hook-and-loop sanding discs. • Comfortable, ergonomic soft-grip top and body • Integral pad dampening system prevents swirl marks • Soft microcellular backing pad ensures smooth, fine finish on flat or contoured surfaces. • Variable-speed dial allows matching of speed to work piece and task.

P/N 12-01768 ......................... $99.85

---

**BOSCH 4-1/2 INCH ANGLE GRINDER**

**Features:**
- 6 Amps, 11,000 RPM
- Lock-on/off switch — for extended use applications • Service MinderTM brushes — Eliminates guesswork, stops the tool when preventive maintenance is required • Epoxy Coated Field Windings — Provides ultimate protection against abrasive dust and metal debris • 5/8”-11 Spindle — wide flexibility for mounting most popular accessories • Spindle Lock — For quick wheel changes • Double insulated, UL listed, complies to OSHA • 2-Position auxiliary handle — specifically designed and angled to a “natural” position for maximum comfort and control.

P/N 12-02685........................... $169.85

---

**BOSCH 3-1/4 INCH PLANER 120V**

**Features:**
- Powerful 6.0 amp motor, 16,500 RPM for fast stock removal and a smooth finish. Electronically-counterbalanced, single-blade system automatically positions blade at ideal cutting angle. Reduces drag and provides fast operation and a smooth finish. Eliminates uneven planing caused by misaligned blades. Equipped with Bosch Woodrazor™ micrograin carbide blades. Ratcheting depth knob that allows for fool-proof setting of depth increments from 0” to 1/16” (1.5 mm). Also features an edge guide fence. • Amperage: 6.0. Cord Length: 10’. Country of Origin: Malaysia. No Load RPM: 16,500. Planing Depth: 0 - 1/16” (1.5 mm). Planing Width: 0 to 3-1/4”. Rabbet Depth: 5/16”, Raking: 1/8, 120V AC. Shoe Leng: 11 1/8”

P/N 12-02823........................... $129.90

---

**AIRCRAFT STATIC TEST ADAPTER**

**SA3Y-P-UNI-2 Aircraft Static Test Adapter.**
- Automatically attaches to aircraft fusealge • High pressure hoses with quick release fittings • Press to release button for static adapter removal • Safety check valves for power failure and system leaks • High impact yellow case with internal electric vacuum pump • Designed to fit most general & military aircraft static ports • Comes with 1/2 in center suction cup. Accessory kits are available for specific static ports • Power input: 115 V AC 50/60 Hz. Continuous operation • Custom voltages available: 12vdc, 28vdc; 115 vac & 220 vac • Size: 12” x 10” x 11”. Weight: 6.5lbs.

P/N 13-20266 ......................... $1,115.00

---

**5 INCH RANDOM ORBIT SANDER**

**Features:**
- Hook-Tight™ hook-and-loop disk attachment ensures firm grip of standard hook-and-loop sanding discs. • Comfortable, ergonomic soft-grip top and body • Integral pad dampening system prevents swirl marks • Soft microcellular backing pad ensures smooth, fine finish on flat or contoured surfaces. • Variable-speed dial allows matching of speed to work piece and task.

P/N 13-20266 ......................... $1,115.00

---

**5 INCH RANDOM ORBIT SANDER**

**Features:**
- Double insulated, UL listed, complies to OSHA • 2-Position auxiliary handle — specifically designed and angled to a “natural” position for maximum comfort and control.

P/N 12-03215 ....... $175.95

---

**BOSCH 18 VOLT Cordless Jig Saw**

**Features:**
- 6 Amps, 11,000 RPM
- Lock-on/off switch — for extended use applications • Service MinderTM brushes — Eliminates guesswork, stops the tool when preventive maintenance is required • Epoxy Coated Field Windings — Provides ultimate protection against abrasive dust and metal debris • 5/8”-11 Spindle — wide flexibility for mounting most popular accessories • Spindle Lock — For quick wheel changes • Double insulated, UL listed, complies to OSHA • 2-Position auxiliary handle — specifically designed and angled to a “natural” position for maximum comfort and control.

P/N 12-01768 ......................... $99.85